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foreword



It’s astonishing how much has changed since we began 

researching multichannel retailers’ services in 2014. For 

example, many retailers have begun charging for services 

such as click and collect and postal returns, and now nearly 

every retailer has a mobile optimised website. In other ways, 

very little has changed. Many websites are still failing to 

really nail basic customer service. Interfaces are hard to use, 

delivery options are not varied enough, and policies are not 

transparent. Getting the basics of retailing right is essential to 

any multichannel strategy, before investing in the bells and 

whistles. 

In this year’s Multichannel Retail Report, we’ve made a few 

changes. Firstly, we’ve removed grocery stores because 

the offering is just not comparable to other verticals and 

including grocery retailers was skewing the data. We have, 

however, added clothing lines from grocery stores to be 

scored independent of their parent stores. We’ve also removed 

small pharmacies as they were consistently non-movers in the 

bottom 10. Secondly, we’ve removed some outdated criteria 

and added a few new ones.

For many retailers, online sales still only make up a small part 

of their business, but whether 5% or 50% of your sales come 

through the online channel, it represents your brand in a very 

public way. Our aim is to give retailers actionable items to 

focus on as they improve their ecommerce experiences, and 

a stable benchmark with which to track their own businesses 

and competitors.

Whether 5% or 50% of your sales come through the online 
channel, it represents your brand in a very public way.

Darryl Adie

Managing Director, Ampersand
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Adidas
American Golf
And Other Stories
Ann Summers
Anya Hindmarch
Apple
Aquascutum
Argos
Armani
Asics
B&Q
Barbour
Bathstore.com
Bensons for Beds
Better Bathrooms
Blacks Outdoor Division
Bonmarche
Boots
Build A Bear
Burberry
Cameraworld
Chain Reaction Cycles
Charles Clinkard

Clarks
Clas Ohlson
Clinton Cards
Coast
COS
Cotswold Outdoor
Cotton Traders
Crabtree & Evelyn
Craghoppers
Crew Clothing
Currys
D&G
Debenhams
Diesel
Dior
Disney Store
Doc Martens
Dreams
Drome
Dune
Dunelm
Dunnes Stores
Early Learning Centre

Evans Cycles
F Hinds
Farfetch
Fat Face
Field & Trek
Flannels
Foot Asylum
Fortnum & Mason
Foyles (W&G Foyle)
Fred Perry
French Connection
Furniture Village
Game
Gap
George
Go Outdoors
Gucci
H&M
Habitat
Halfords
Hamleys
Harrods
Harvey Nichols

Harveys Furniture
Hawkin’s Bazaar
Hobbs
Hobbycraft Group
Holland & Barrett
Homebase
Hornby
Hotel Chocolat
House of Fraser
Hughes Electrical
Hugo Boss
Ikea
Interflora
Jaeger
JD Sports
Jessops
Jigsaw
Jimmy Choo
John Lewis
Karen Millen
Kiddicare
Kurt Geiger
Laithwaites

Retailers
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Lakeland
Laura Ashley
Lego
Levi’s
Liberty
Links of London
Lush Retail
M&Co
Majestic Wine
Mamas & Papas
Maplin
Marc Jacobs
Marks and Spencer
Matalan
Menkind
Mint Velvet
Miu Miu
Moda in Pelle
Molton Brown
Mothercare
Mountain Warehouse
Mulberry
Multiyork Furniture

Nespresso UK ltd
New Look
Next
Nike
Oak Furnitureland
Oasis
Oddbins
Office
Oliver Bonas
Paperchase
Party Delights
Paul Smith
Pets at Home
Pull and Bear
QD
Reebok
Reiss
Richer Sounds
River Island
Robert Dyas
Rohan
Russell & Bromley
Ryman
Schuh

Screwfix
Scribbler
Selfridges
Simply Be
Size?
Smiggle
Smyths
Smythson
Snow & Rock
Space NK
Speedo
Sports Direct
Sunglass Hut
Superdrug
Superdry
Ted Baker
Tesco Direct
Tessuti
The Body Shop
The Entertainer
The Fragrance Shop
The North Face
The Pen Shop Ltd
The Perfume Shop

The Range
The Whisky Shop
The White Company
Thomas Pink
Thorntons
Three
TJ Hughes
TK Maxx
Top Shop
Toys R Us
Tu
United Colors of Benetton
Urban Outfitters
Victoria’s Secret
Warehouse
Waterstone’s
WH Smith
Whistles
White Stuff
Whittard of Chelsea
Wickes
Wilko
Zara

Retailers



Retail 2017
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We have defined a multichannel retailer as one that sells goods 

both online and in branded physical stores.

The retailers chosen for this research must sell goods online and through at least one physical branded presence in 

the UK. We scoured IMRG, Sitemorse, the retail trade media and the good old high street to choose the 187 retailers to 

survey this year. The retailers were then split into the following sectors: All (referred to as ‘General’ in previous reports), 

Fashion, Department, Electrical & Tech, Luxury, Food & Drink (non-grocery), Health & Beauty, Home & DIY, Sports & 

Outdoor, and General Merchandise (new for 2017).

The Ampersand Retail Matrix score for each retailer is based on the core tenets of multichannel retailing online. We 

have considered a wide range of factors, all applicable to retailers that sell through ecommerce websites and high street 

stores. The Retail Matrix identifies the best-performing and worst-performing multichannel retailers, when compared by 

online experience.  

 

The result? A truly unique insight into high street retailers selling online in the UK.

criteria
new  
retailers  
added!30 OV

ER
 



Retail 2017

Source: Ampersand Retail Matrix April 2017

Charges for click and collect

15% 85%
Yes No

46%

More than 1 day

Click and collect offering and fulfilment speed

32% 11% 9%

No offering Same dayNext day

high street
retailers

sells online & has 
stores in UK

Offers ‘find near me’ 
geolocation (on desktop)

26%

74%

Yes

No

Offers ‘find near me’ 
geolocation (mobile)

56%

44%

Yes

No

Offers faceted navigation

83% 17%

Yes No

Offers persistent cart

77% 23%
Yes No

Next day delivery Sun to Mon

30% 70%
Yes No

Offers stock check in-store

27% 73%
Yes No

4%
Home delivery offering

24%
8% 11%

30%

81%

SundayEvening Same DayNamed Day Next Day2 Hour
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Source: Ampersand Retail Matrix April 2017

Retail 2017  /  Fashion sector

Next day delivery Sun to Mon

35% 65%
Yes No

53%

More than 1 day

Click and collect offering and fulfilment speed

29% 15% 3%

No offering

S
am

e 
d

ay

Next day

Offers ‘find near me’ 
geolocation (on desktop)

51%

49%

Yes

No

high street
fashion retailers

sells online & has 
stores in UK

Offers ‘find near me’ 
geolocation (mobile)

61%

39%

Yes

No

2%
2 Hour

Home delivery offering

31%
13% 10%

78%

SundayEvening Same Day

26%
Named Day Next Day

Retail 2017  /  Department stores

Offers faceted navigation

91% 9%

Yes No

Offers persistent cart

81% 19%
Yes No

Offers stock check in-store

24% 76%
Yes No

Charges for click and collect

10% 90%
Yes No



Source: Ampersand Retail Matrix April 2017

Retail 2017  /  Fashion sector Retail 2017  /  Department stores

35%

More than 1 day

Click and collect offering and fulfilment speed

12% 47% 6%

No offering

S
am

e 
d

ay

Next day

multichannel  
department 
stores

sells online & 
has stores in UK

Offers ‘find near me’ 
geolocation (on desktop)

70%

30%

No

Yes

Offers ‘find near me’ 
geolocation (mobile)

53%

47%

Yes

No

Source: Ampersand Retail Matrix April 2017

SundaySame day Sunday

41%29% 29%

100%

SundayEvening Same DayNext day

5%
2 Hour

58%

Named Day Next Day

Home delivery offering

Offers faceted navigation

94% 6%

Yes No

Offers persistent cart

82% 18%
Yes No

Offers stock check in-store

23% 77%
Yes No

Charges for click and collect

27% 73%
Yes No

Next day delivery Sun to Mon

35% 65%
Yes No



benchmarking

Median score 

All
Median score 

Fashion
Median score 

Department

54 56 62

This covers all retailers in this report 

(called General in previous reports). 

This median has remained at 54 for 

2016 and 2017, up from 52 in 2015.

Fashion covers all stores that sell 

apparel. The median score for 

Fashion has been declining, now 

down 6 points since 2015.

When digging deeper into the data, the General Merchandise category scored the poorest, with a median score of just 48, when ranked against 

other categories. General Merchandise is only just topped by Electricals’ median score of 50. Within the Fashion category, the Footwear subcategory 

is pulling the weight with a median score of 59 and the Luxury subcategory is tugging the Fashion score down with its median score of 53. 

Department covers stores selling 

from several categories. Always 

leading, however the median is in 

decline, down 7 points since 2015.

Technology

See how you compare. Download the  

Multichannel Retail Matrix (Excel file). Click here >

http://ampersandcommerce.com/download-retail-matrix-multichannel-2017?utm_source=multichannel-retail-report-2017-uk-edition&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=mc2017
http://ampersandcommerce.com/download-retail-matrix-multichannel-2017?utm_source=multichannel-retail-report-2017-uk-edition&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=mc2017


benchmarking
50. Desktop speed isn’t much better, with 34% of retailers 

scoring below 50. 

Only two of the 187 retailers we surveyed do not 

have mobile optimised websites - Thomas Pink and 

Cameraworld. This is a vast improvement from 2015 when 

the ‘Mobile Wall of Shame’ featured 14 retailers lacking 

mobile optimised websites. A shout out to Next for finally 

optimising your website for mobile. A few spectacular 

mobile websites worth applauding for ease of use and 

sheer delight are Go Outdoors, Burberry and Aquascutum.

The retailers at the top of the tech tally for 2017 are Adidas, 

Dior, Marks & Spencer, Paperchase and Urban Outfitters. 

These retailers score comparatively high on mobile and 

desktop speed tests, have mobile optimised websites, 

and have enabled technology such as geolocation and 

persistent cart on their websites.  

Technology

Nearly a quarter (22%) of retailers are still failing to offer a 

persistent cart (allowing a customer to add an item on one 

device whilst logged in and access it on another device 

later). This is down from 31% in 2015, but the change is 

rather insignificant considering the importance of the 

technology. According to Bronto’s 2016 consumer survey, 

UK consumers use an average of 1.6 devices for purchasing 

online. This means that retailers such as Clas Ohlson, 

Hobbycraft and French Connection are missing out on 

cross-device sales by not offering the feature. 

Offering automatic geolocation options on store finder 

pages makes it easy for customers to find a retailer’s store, 

yet 60% of retailers don’t offer this on desktop and tablet 

devices, and 43% don’t offer it on mobile. Speed continues 

to be an issue for many retailers, especially on mobile. We 

use Google PageSpeed to research retailer website speed 

and found that 39% of mobile speed scores are below 
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desktop Speed
Number of retailers, separated by desktop speed score.
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% Base of 187 Retailers

Google PageSpeed 
Insights Score

0-50

36%

51-81

60%

82-100

3%



Mobile speed
Number of retailers, separated by mobile speed score.
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% Base of 187 Retailers

Google PageSpeed 
Insights Score

0-50

40%

51-81

58%

82-100

1%



Faceted navigation is a feature that allows customers to 

filter product listing page results by more than one facet 

within a category. 82% of retailers offer it. Since 2016, 

Debenhams has launched the feature, yet, it is tedious 

to use, reloading the page every time a facet is selected. 

IKEA and Oak Furniture Land should offer it because of the 

type of products they sell, but don’t. Whilst the majority of 

retailers offer product zoom, 14% do not including Fortnum 

& Mason, Doc Martens, and Three. Apple and Aquascutum 

provide very detailed close-up imagery, so a zoom function 

isn’t needed. 60% of retailers feature wishlist functionality 

on their websites, however, 71% of those that do require 

login or registration to save products.

When compared only by criteria within the customer 

experience facet, the following retailers came out on top: 

Burberry, Coast, Dunelm, Evans Cycles, Go Outdoors, Hobbs, 

House of Fraser, Jigsaw, Maplin, Moda in Pelle, Richer 

Sounds, Schuh, Screwfix, Snow & Rock, and The Entertainer.

Customer experience

Great customer experiences are created by removing 

barriers. As it’s impossible to be sure of the purchase 

journey a customer will make, removing barriers is key to 

converting. High street retailers have a unique opportunity 

to leverage their stores to augment service offering. The 

fact that 73% of retailers don’t offer ‘stock check in-store’ 

online highlights real gaps in retailers’ data strategies. 

Retailers not offering stock check in-store include Chain 

Reaction Cycles, Diesel, and Office. 

When it comes to checkout, a surprisingly high number of 

retailers (44%) do not show accepted payment types until 

the basket page. Transparency is key to reducing basket 

abandonment. Alternative payment methods, such as 

PayPal or Amazon are on the rise with a whopping 83% 

of retailers offering it, up from just 33% in 2015. However, 

some retailers, such as Fred Perry and Dune, are struggling 

to refund customers in-store for PayPal purchases.
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Customer experience
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With all these factors, most 

clients are losing money, 

especially on their mobile 

websites. Mobile is over 50% of 

traffic these days, yet typically 

converts at less than half the 

rate of desktop experiences. 

The implications for taxonomy, 

navigation, filters and poorly 

optimised checkouts are all 

magnified so our opportunity 

by understanding clients is 

optimising the user experience 

and with that clients revenues.

There is an expectation that to be ‘multichannel’, retailers need to offer 

all services at all customer touch points. Fragmented systems can make 

that difficult, without complicated and expensive systems integration. As 

technology evolves and customers’ expectations continue to rise at a rapid 

pace, it is hard to keep up with the features, functionality, and services that 

are expected; whilst maintaining strong ROIs on your development.  

I think this is why we often see post purchase services suffering the most. 

For example, why retailers find it hard to offer PayPal refunds, a web 

generated payment, from POS that is sitting in a store. How do we measure 

the negative impact on future orders because of being unable to offer 

services such as this?

biglight
Martin Harrison 

Commercial Director

Go outdoors
Phillippa Green 

Web Project and Development Manager
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Retailers offering faceted navigation. 
(i.e. ability to filter products by multiple selections)

Browsing
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% Base of 187 Retailers

18%

82%
Yes

No
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Loyalty scheme
Retailers offering a loyalty scheme. 

(i.e. rewarding a customer for multiple purchases with points or vouchers)

% Base of 187 Retailers

18%

82%

Yes

No
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Login with Social media
Retailers offering simplified social login or registration.

Delivery & Returns

% Base of 187 Retailers

Yes

No

11%

89%
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A surprising 19% of retailers don’t offer next day delivery 

including brands such as The North Face, Zara, Hugo 

Boss and Mulberry. Only 30% of retailers offering next day 

delivery offer Sunday shopping online – order on a Sunday 

receive on a Monday. Of those retailers not offering next 

day, a third are fashion, a third are luxury and the rest are 

furniture retailers. The number of retailers charging for 

postal returns of online orders has nearly doubled since 

2014 – up from 26% charging in 2014 to over 40% in 2017.  

Retailers not offering free returns by post include The 

North Face, Whistles and Next and many more.

When only considering delivery and returns criteria, the 

top five are as follows: Schuh, Argos, House of Fraser, 

Superdry and The Perfume Shop. These retailers all offer 

customers a multitude of delivery options and good, clear 

returns policies. 

Delivery & Returns

For multi-brand retailers, delivery can be the only point of 

difference in the eyes of a consumer. So, how can you offer 

an attractive array of options without taking a chunk out 

of your profits? Charge for delivery options if you need to. 

Since 2014, the number of retailers charging for click and 

collect has increased from 0 to 17.  Some of the retailers 

that charge for click and collect, offer it back as a refund 

or voucher at collection – Sports Direct, Hattons, and Field 

& Trek. Click and collect isn’t always quick with 67% of the 

retailers offering the service, taking more than one day 

to fulfil. Some retailers have begun offering a premium 

express click and collect option this year, including 

Ryman, New Look and River Island. A surprising 32% of 

retailers don’t offer click and collect to store. Of those that 

don’t offer it, only 8 offer collection to a non-store location, 

such as a locker. 
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the “sweet spot” which is offering 

online selection of store stock 

for fast fulfilment at store.  Click 

and Collect is both demonstrably 

popular with a growing number 

of customers, and where we 

have it on the ground already, 

cheaper and faster to fulfil for the 

customer.  About 50% of click 

and collect is now available 

within an hour.  We are still 

resistant to free returns other 

than in Schuh stores, given the 

costs, but keep that situation 

under rolling review.

I take the view that given the 

quality of competitors selling 

much of our product, we need 

to use choice and convenience 

(which actually keeps its 

promise) as a clear message to 

the customer that we are serious 

about getting their sale.  We do 

think carefully about the cost 

to Schuh of that offer, of course, 

and over the last couple of years 

have focused more heavily on 

schuh
Sean McKee 

Director of Ecommerce 
& Customer Experience



standard delivery
Cost of standard delivery before reaching any threshold.
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25

50
% of Retailers 
(Base of 187)

Cost

Free £0.01 - £2.99 £3 - £4.99 £5 - £6.99 £7 - £8.99 £9 and 
above

13%

50%

4%
13% 15%

5%



next day delivery
Cost of next day delivery before reaching any threshold.
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25

50
% of Retailers 
(Base of 187)

Cost

Free £0.01 - £2.99 £3 - £4.99 £5 - £6.99 £7 - £8.99 Not offered£9 and 
above

4%

28%
12% 19%

1%

31%

6%
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click + collect
Cost of click and collect before reaching any threshold.
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25

50

75

% of Retailers 
(Base of 187)

Cost

Free £0.01 - £2.99 £3 - £4.99 £5 - £6.99 £7 - £8.99 Not offered£9 and 
above

0%1%

58%

33%

0%0%8%



Returns
Returns, charging by channel.
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of retailers don’t allow 
online return to store

32% 56% 43%

offer free returns  
by post

charge customers  
for postal returns
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same day
Cost of same day delivery before reaching any threshold.
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25

50

75

100

% of Retailers 
(Base of 187)

Cost

Free £0.01 - £2.99 £3 - £4.99 £5 - £6.99 £7 - £8.99 Not offered£9 and 
above

3%1%1%

88%

4%2%1%



results



59/100
+109% 47/100 +106% 69/100 +97% 69/100 +73%

Most improved

Dior has risen from the 

bottom 10 to scoring just 

under the median score. 

Dior’s new, mobile optimised 

website has improved its 

score greatly this year. In 

addition, its returns policy 

is far more transparent 

than 2016 (and other luxury 

retailers, for that matter!). 

Mamas & Papas now offers 

faceted navigation, payment 

type transparency before 

basket step, geolocation on 

desktop, a guest checkout 

and a persistent cart. Delivery 

offering has remained largely 

the same. If it offers more 

delivery options, we could see 

it in the top 10 in the future.

Richer Sounds has hugely 

expanded its online to in-

store capabilities including 

offering click and collect, the 

ability to check stock in-store, 

offering free returns to store, 

and offering a persistent 

cart. Richer Sounds is well 

on its way to maximising 

multichannel services.

F Hinds’ new mobile 

optimised website and 

geolocation services has 

boosted the retailer from the 

bottom 10 to well above the 

median. Delivery services are 

still lacking but if the retailer 

continues to improve services, 

it will likely be a contender 

for a top 10 spot in the future.
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Congratulations to these retailers for vastly improving online experience in just a year! 
Percentages represent improvement found by comparing the retailer’s 2017 score to last year’s score.



Excelled at: clear website 

navigation including 

faceted navigation and 

product zoom; offering 

many delivery options 

including same day, 

Sunday, evening and 

named day; offering 

click and collect within 

the hour; payment type 

transparency before 

basket step; offering 

free returns to store; 

persistent cart.

Lost points for: no 

geolocation on desktop; 

low speed score on 

mobile and desktop.

87/100 +7 change

Excelled at: offering 

click and collect within 

the hour; offering same 

day delivery (London 

only); clear website 

navigation including 

faceted navigation and 

product zoom; having 

a transactional mobile 

website; alternative 

payment methods; 

offering geolocation 

information on desktop 

and mobile. 

Lost points for: low speed 

score on mobile and 

desktop; not offering 

locker collection.

80/100 +3 change

Excelled at: clear website 

navigation including 

product zoom and 

faceted navigation; 

having a transactional 

mobile website; offering 

a variety of delivery 

options including locker 

collection, next day click 

and collect, geolocation 

on mobile and desktop 

(although the icon is not 

obvious enough to be 

noticed).

Lost points for: low 

speed score on mobile 

and desktop; no 2-hour 

delivery.

Excelled at: offering 

click and collect within 

the hour; geolocation 

on mobile; offering a 

variety of home delivery 

options including same 

day, named day, next 

day, Sunday and evening; 

clearly advertising free 

returns by post and to 

store.

Lost points for: low 

speed score on mobile 

and desktop; not 

showing payment types 

before basket step; no 

geolocation on desktop.

Excelled at: clear website 

navigation including 

faceted navigation and 

product zoom; having 

a transactional mobile 

website; alternative 

payment methods, 

geolocation on desktop 

and mobile; offering next 

day and Sunday delivery.

Lost points for: no same 

day delivery service; 

low speed score on 

mobile and desktop; not 

showing payment types 

before basket step.

90/100 84/100 81/100

Results Top
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There are five brand new entries to the top 10! 
Congratulations to House of Fraser for taking the top spot.

+10 change +1 change +14 change

Results Top
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Results Top Results Top
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Excelled at: desktop 

speed score; clear 

website navigation 

including faceted 

navigation and 

product zoom; having 

a transactional mobile 

website; alternative 

payment methods; 

geolocation on desktop 

and mobile; next 

day click and collect 

fulfilment.

Lost points for: low 

mobile speed score, 

no same day delivery 

service, no stock check 

in-store.

Excelled at: clear website 

navigation including 

faceted navigation and 

product zoom; having 

a transactional mobile 

website; alternative 

payment methods; 

geolocation on desktop 

and mobile.

Lost points for: taking 

more than one day to 

fulfil click and collect; 

low speed score on 

mobile and desktop; 

no same day, evening 

or next day Sunday to 

Monday delivery service.

Excelled at: clear website 

navigation including 

faceted navigation and 

product zoom; having 

a transactional mobile 

website; alternative 

payment methods, 

geolocation on both 

desktop and mobile,

Lost points for: low speed 

score on mobile and 

desktop; not showing 

payment types before 

basket step; no click 

and collect offering to 

store or locker collection; 

not offering same day 

delivery.

78/100 75/100 73/100+17 change

Excelled at: mobile 

speed score; offering 

next day click and collect 

fulfilment; having a 

transactional mobile 

website; offering a variety 

of delivery options 

including next day, 

Sunday and named day; 

offering free returns by 

post or to store; offering 

stock check in-store.

Lost points for: not 

showing payment types 

before basket step; not 

offering evening delivery 

or locker collection.

NEW78/100 NEW

Excelled at: clear website 

navigation including 

faceted navigation and 

product zoom; having 

a transactional mobile 

website; alternative 

payment methods; 

geolocation desktop and 

mobile; offering next 

day delivery Sunday to 

Monday.

Lost points for: low speed 

score on mobile and 

desktop; not showing 

payment types before 

basket step; not offering 

click and collect or same 

day delivery.

78/100 +14 change+23 change



Lost points for: no mobile 

optimised website*, 

some navigation issues 

such as no faceted 

navigation or clear 

breadcrumbs; no 

persistent cart; no same 

day, evening or named 

day home delivery 

services; no stock check 

in-store.

Excelled at: offering 

click and collect to store 

and locker collection 

same day; offering 

Sunday delivery, offering 

geolocation on desktop 

and mobile.
 
* Looks as though website updated 
just after research was completed

Lost points for: low speed 

score on desktop; no 

click and collect offering 

to store; limited delivery 

options; some navigation 

issues such as no faceted 

navigation or product 

zoom; no persistent cart.

Excelled at: alternative 

payment methods; high 

mobile speed score; 

clear breadcrumbs, 

offering geolocation on 

desktop and mobile; 

having a transactional 

mobile website.

Lost points for: not 

offering click and 

collect to store or 

locker; limited delivery 

options including 

no next day delivery; 

several navigation issues 

including no faceted 

navigation and no clear 

breadcrumbs; no stock 

check in-store; not 

offering geolocation on 

mobile or desktop.

Excelled at: having a 

transactional mobile 

website; offers product 

zoom and a persistent 

cart.

Lost points for: several 

navigation issues 

including no clear 

breadcrumbs and no 

geolocation on mobile 

or desktop; not offering 

alternative payment 

methods; no persistent 

cart; limited delivery 

options including no 

next day delivery; taking 

more than one day to 

fulfil click and collect.

Excelled at: offering 

click and collect; having 

a transactional mobile 

website.

Lost points for: no 

geolocation on mobile 

or desktop; several 

navigation issues 

including no faceted 

navigation, no clear 

breadcrumbs and 

no product zoom; no 

persistent cart; taking 

more than one day to 

fulfil click and collect 

orders; limited delivery 

options.

Excelled at: having a 

transactional mobile 

website; showing 

payment options before 

basket step.

33/100 32/100 30/100 28/100 27/100

Results Bottom
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How can these retailers improve?

-5 change -9 change -5 change +6 change NEW

Results Bottom
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Lost points for: no 

transactional mobile 

website; several 

navigation issues 

including no faceted 

navigation; no 

geolocation on mobile or 

desktop; limited delivery 

options including no 

same day, Sunday or 

evening delivery; no click 

and collect to store or 

locker collection.

Excelled at: having a 

persistent cart, clear 

breadcrumbs, alternative 

payment methods.

24/100

Results Bottom

NEW

Results Bottom
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Lost points for: 

several navigation 

issues including no 

faceted navigation; no 

geolocation on mobile 

or desktop; no persistent 

cart; no stock check 

in-store; no free returns 

to store; limited delivery 

options including no 

next day delivery; unclear 

delivery and returns 

information.

Excelled at: alternative 

payment methods; 

having a transactional 

mobile website.

Lost points for: several 

navigation issues 

including no faceted 

navigation and not 

showing payment types 

before basket step; no 

geolocation on mobile or 

desktop; no stock check 

in-store; no persistent 

cart; taking more than 

one day fulfil click and 

collect.

Excelled at: having a 

transactional mobile 

website; alternative 

payment methods; 

offering click and collect 

and Sunday delivery.

Lost points for: several 

navigation issues 

including no clear 

breadcrumbs; no 

geolocation on mobile or 

desktop; no alternative 

payment methods; 

no persistent cart; no 

stock check in-store; 

limited delivery options 

including no next day 

delivery; taking more 

than one day to fulfil 

click and collect.

Excelled at: having a 

transactional mobile 

website; faceted 

navigation.

Lost points for: not 

having a transactional 

mobile website; no 

persistent cart; limited 

delivery options; no stock 

check in-store; low speed 

scores on mobile and 

desktop; no geolocation 

on mobile or desktop.  

Excelled at: offering next 

day delivery; offering free 

returns to store; good 

navigation on desktop 

with faceted navigation 

and product zoom; 

alternative payment 

methods.

24/100 24/100 23/100 23/100-10 change -19 change -1 change +8 change



across devices. Make your delivery and returns policies easy 

to read and understand. Offer multiple delivery options. 

Deliver a click and collect item early, even if that means 

under promising in the first place. Whatever you do should 

be unique to your business. 

I’ve said it in previous reports. I’ll say it again. Many retailers 

are still failing to nail basic multichannel services. The 

good news is that small, incremental changes can be truly 

impactful if your decisions are data-driven and deliberate.  

Let’s talk.

Darryl Adie

Managing Director, Ampersand

da@amp.co 

+ 44 161 236 5504

Conclusion

My wife and I, about to go on holiday, had to suspend our 

weekly veg boxes. So, my wife emailed customer service 

and got a call from a lovely woman telling her that, of 

course, it wasn’t a problem. When my wife found out that 

she was speaking directly to the farmer’s wife who actually 

picks our veg, she was delighted and talked about it for 

days. 

What’s my point? There is a human element that will never 

be replaced by technology, in retail and elsewhere. What 

I hope technology can do is augment that humanity to 

serve more customers effectively.

Good online services should be streamlined with the 

customer in mind. Whilst not every business can offer the 

‘farmer’s wife’ experience, delighting customers can be 

done in many different ways. Make your website really easy 

to browse across multiple devices. Offer a persistent cart 
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Methodology

The scoring criteria include: Page load speed scoring 

and performance on desktop and mobile using Google 

PageSpeed Insights (Google disabled UX scoring in 

2017, so it was removed from the Retail Matrix); whether 

retailers provided clear information on payment options 

and returns policies; website navigation and product 

information including clear signposting, imagery, faceted 

navigation and alternative payment methods; geolocation 

information – whether customers can find the nearest 

store by using geolocation on mobile and desktop; real-

time stock check in-store to check stock in a specific 

physical store; persistent cart across different devices; 

whether the retailer has a transactional mobile website; 

delivery options, click and collect, non-store pick up 

options and communication of free returns, offering free 

returns to store and by post and free returns collection, 

whether or not retailer has a mobile app.

To create the list of retailers, we first aggregated various 

existing lists including but not limited to IMRG, Experian 

and Sitemorse. This gave us over 2,000 retailers to 

research. We eliminated retailers that had no ecommerce 

presence and/or no physical stores in the UK. The 

remaining retailers were split into their appropriate 

sectors, as detailed on page 6.

The Ampersand Retail Matrix criteria represent our view 

of the core tenets of multichannel retailing. These tenets 

cross the boundaries of digital and physical customer 

experiences. 

Scoring  

Within the research there are scoring criteria and non-

scoring criteria. Whilst not all criteria will be relevant to 

every single retailer, we have done our best to weight the 

scored criteria fairly. 



Ampersand, in Manchester, UK on an iPhone 6s using the 

Google Chrome browser version 58.0.3029.113 on iOS10 and 

on a Macbook Pro using Google Chrome version 57.0.2987 

between 3 - 21 April 2017. The research covered desktop 

and mobile websites only, not any mobile app content. 

Copyright 

All research, Ampersand Retail Matrix criteria, data, 

imagery and and copy within this report is intellectual 

property of Ampersand Commerce Ltd. 

Data findings or copy in this report can be quoted in any 

medium but requires credit either by name (Ampersand) 

or link back to the company website, amp.co.

Non-scoring criteria include: Delivery method availability 

for reserve and collect, same day, Sunday, next day, named 

day and evening costs and thresholds, and/or loyalty 

scheme; availability of guest checkout; ability to login or 

register with social media; availability of wishlisting and 

whether or not login is required to save products 

Calculation 

 

Retailers were then scored against the criteria and with 

a weighted formula, ranked in the Multichannel Retail 

Matrix. To calculate the base score marked out of 33.325 

possible points from 44 criteria, a retailer was awarded 

full or partial points if it scored positively for each of the 

scoring criteria mentioned above, with these specifics: 

Offering click and collect same day, desktop speed 

score >81, mobile speed score >71. We awarded 4 points 

for the following criteria: Transactional mobile website; 

persistent cart, stock check in-store. We then calculated 

the final score to be out of 100: =100/33.325*SCORE. When 

publishing percentages within this report, numbers have 

been floored to the whole number.

The survey was conducted online, independently by 

Report library. Go wild.



Report library. Go wild.

Multichannel Retail Report 2016 >

Luxury Report 2015 >

Mobile Report 2016 >

Guide: Avoiding Black Friday Disaster >

Christmas Review: Department Stores 2016 >

Retail Trends Report 2017 >

Want even more retail insight and analysis?  

http://ampersandcommerce.com/insights/multi-channel-retail-report-2016-edition?utm_source=multichannel-retail-report-2017-uk-edition&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=mc2017
http://ampersandcommerce.com/insights/luxury-retail-report-2015-uk-edition/?utm_source=multichannel-retail-report-2017-uk-edition&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=mc2017
http://ampersandcommerce.com/insights/mobile-retail-report-2016-edition?utm_source=multichannel-retail-report-2017-uk-edition&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=mc2017
http://ampersandcommerce.com/insights/avoiding-black-friday-disaster?utm_source=multichannel-retail-report-2017-uk-edition&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=mc2017
http://ampersandcommerce.com/insights/department-store-report-2016-christmas-edition?utm_source=multichannel-retail-report-2017-uk-edition&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=mc2017
http://ampersandcommerce.com/insights/retail-trends-report-2017?utm_source=multichannel-retail-report-2017-uk-edition&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=mc2017


Any agency can build you a website. But online retail is more 

than just a website. It’s infrastructure. It’s integration. Data. 

Processes. It’s about getting online fast with the right tech to 

make data-driven decisions. Most agencies struggle to define 

and build websites that work for high-growth multichannel 

retailers. We’ve been doing it for years.

Ampersand is an award-winning ecommerce agency that 

builds flexible ecommerce systems for high-growth retailers. 

Ampersand works with multichannel retailers, such as Harvey 

Nichols, Regatta and Bensons for Beds to help increase 

conversion and efficiency through the strategic use of 

technology.

amp.co  |  +44 161 236 5504

http://ampersandcommerce.com?utm_source=multichannel-retail-report-2017-uk-edition&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=mc2017

